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Abstract 
Neural network model is a model of brain’s cognitive process. Neural network originated as a model of how the brain works and 
has its beginnings in psychology. Today, neural network models are used to solve numerous problems associated with 
forecasting, pattern recognition, classification, manufacturing, medical diagnostic, signal processing, system control, checking, 
and modelling among others. This paper reveals the processes involved in using a neural network model in forecasting future 
events by effectively and efficiently utilizing extracted rules from trained neural networks and domain knowledge of the applied 
area. The structural method of operations and rules of extraction of neural networks were also discussed.  
Keywords: Neural network, brain cognitive, modelling. 
1. Introduction 
Forecasting future events are very important to our daily life. Much effort has been made to research on prediction. Statistics and 
Neural Networks offer the best fit to data and are a satisfactory solution for such problems. Neural Network models are computer 
software that tries to emulate biological neural networks. A neural network may act as a learning system made up of simple units 
configured in a highly interconnected network. It is used to solve problems that are hard to find a well formulated algorithmic 
solution. For instance, we want to find the underlying rules or structures from existing large amount of data or examples.  
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The major difference between neural networks with traditional computing is that neural networks are based on the parallel 
architecture of animal brains while traditional computing is based on serial and centralized architecture. Hence, neural networks 
are good candidates for solving prediction problems [4] and [4]. The paper is structured as follows apart from the introduction; 
structure, methods and operations of neural networks, learning process of neural network, comparison of neural network to 
conventional computing, extracted rules or knowledge from trained neural networks and application of neural network in 
forecasting. 
1.1  Structure, Methods and Operations of Neural Networks 
The human brain is a highly complicated system which is capable of solving complex problems. The brain consists of many 
different elements, but one of its most important building blocks is the neuron, of which it contains approximately 1011 [8]. These 
neurons are connected by around 1015 connections, creating a huge neural network. Neurons send impulses to each other through 
the connections and these impulses make the brain work.  
The artificial analogue of the biological neuron is shown in figure 1 which is referred to as a Processing Element (PE) as shown 
in figure 2. An artificial neural network consists of small numbers of PE’s (tens to thousands). A PE has many input paths 
(dendrites, X0…n) from adjoining PE’s outputs or axons. Input signals are combined usually by simple summation and are passed 
to the following PE through the axon. Figure 3 shows the basic structure of artificial neural networks. PE’s are usually organised 
into groups. Generally there are three types of layers; the inputs layer collects information presented from the surroundings, the 
output layer generates a response to a given output while the layer between input and output is called the hidden layer. PE’s in 
any one layer are joined with all PE’s in the layer above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 The biological neuron.  Source: [6] 
 
 
 
 
                              
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Element Structure and Function. Source: [6] 
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Figure 3. Neural network structure or layers. Source: [6]  
Two methods are commonly used in neural network applications; these are neocognitron and back propagation. Neocognitron is 
a hierarchical network made up of many layers and its organization is like that of the visual cortex. Neocognitron is a method of 
pattern recognition. It has the capability to recognize shapes and sizes of characters even if it involves noise and distortion. Back 
propagation allows the training of multi-layer networks, it is a powerful and practical tool for solving problems that would be 
quite difficult using conventional computer science techniques and these problems range from image processing, speech 
recognition, character recognition, optimization and forecasting [2].  
The operation of a typical back propagation network can be derived as follows: 
1. After presenting signals to the input layer, information propagates through the network to the output layer (forward 
propagation). During this time input and output state for each PE will be set. 
xj[s] = ƒ(Ij[s]) = ƒ[ ( ) ]∑ −∗
i
s
i
s
ij xw
]1[][    ---------- equation 1 
Where 
xj[s] denotes the current output state of the jth  PE in the current [s] layer, 
Ij[s] denotes the weighted sum of the input of the jth PE in the current [s] layer, 
ƒ is conventionally the sigmoid function 
wij[s] denotes the connection weight between the ith PE in the current [s] layer and the jth PE in the previous [s-1] 
layer. 
2. Global error is generated based on the summed difference required and calculated output values of each PE in the 
output layer. 
Eglob = 0.5 * ) )((∑ −
ki
kk Or
2     -------------- equation 2 
Where Eglob means the global error (rk - ok) denotes the difference of required and calculated output values. 
Scaled local error for each PE in the output layer is calculated according to the following formula: 
ek(o) = xk[o] * (1.0 - xk[o]) * (rk - ok)   --------------- equation 3 
This formula shows that local errors are scaled based on their output activation values. 
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3. Global error is back propagated through the network to calculate local error values and delta weight for each 
PE. Delta weight are modified according to the Delta rule that strictly controls the continuous decrease of the 
synapse strength of those PE’s that are mainly responsible for the global error. In this manner, a regular decrease of 
global error is assured. 
ej[s] = xj[s] * (1.0 - xj[s]) * ( )∑ ++ ∗
i
s
kj
s
k we
]1[]1[  ------------- equation 4 
where 
ej[s] is the scaled local error of the jth PE in the current [s] layer. 
∆wji[s] = Lcoef * ej[s] * xi[s-1]  ------------------- equation 5 
Where 
∆wji[s] denotes Delta weight of the connections between the current PE (PEj[s]) and the joining PE (PEi[s-1]) 
Lcoef denotes the learning coefficient, one of the training parameters. 
4. Synapse weights are updated by adding delta weight (∆wji[s]) to the current weights. Neural network simulate 
neurotransmission by changing the strength of interneural connections (synaptic weights). Positive synaptic weights 
provide amplified neural signal; and stronger effect to the joining PE. No modification in the information flow is 
modeled by zero (0) weight. Negative weight means inhibition. 
 
2.0 Learning Process Of Neural Network 
Neural network is used to capture the general relationship between variables of a system that are difficult to analytically relate. 
Neural network has been described as brain metaphor of information processing or as a biologically inspired statistical tool [11]. 
It has the capacity to learn or to be trained about a particular task, its computational capabilities and the ability to formulate 
abstractions and generalizations. Neural network has an organization similar to that of the human brain and it is a network made 
up of processing elements called neurons. Neurons get data from the surrounding neurons, perform some computations, pass the 
result to other neurons. Connections between the neurons have weight associated with them. In neural network, the knowledge is 
stored in the networks interconnection weight in an implicit manner, learning take place within the system and plays the most 
important role in the construction of neural network system. Neural network system learns by determining the interconnections 
weight from a set of a given data [15]. Research according to Learning [5] reports that neural network can be supervised, 
unsupervised or based on a combined supervised-unsupervised training which are further expansiated below. 
In supervised learning, a set of data called a training data set is used to help the network in arriving at the appropriate weight 
[15]. A teacher teaches the network and gives results of the output corresponding to the input. The inputs as well as side 
information indicating the correct output are presented to the network. The network is also programmed to know the procedure to 
be applied in adjusting the weight and thus the network has the means to determine whether or not its output was correct and the 
means to apply the learning law to adjust its weight in response to the resulting errors [5]. 
Weights are generally modified on the basis of the error between desired and actual output in an iterative fashion and one of the 
widely used training algorithms is the “Delta Rule”. The network learns the desired output by adjusting its internal connection 
weight to minimize the discrepancy between the actual outputs of the system and desired outputs [7].  
In unsupervised learning, a network operates in self-organized mode. In this self-organized mode, a competitive mechanism is 
used to select processing elements due to their weights which are modified. The first part of the competition involves competition 
between the simple elements that lie within the same sample. Winners from these competition compete with other processing 
elements in their layer that have won similar competition in order to be single processing element on their layer which has the 
weight changed during training. In self organizes training, the network is given many input characters and no information is 
given to the network as to what each example corresponds to. There are many layers and each layer corresponds to one character 
more than the other layers. The importance of unsupervised learning is that the system does not need to know the correct answer 
in order to solve a problem. The system learns a pattern from repeated exposure to it and is able to recall the learned pattern when 
it solves a categorization or pattern matching problem [15].  
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Neural network can also employ a hybrid approach in which learning is based on combined supervised-unsupervised learning. 
The hybrid approach first uses unsupervised learning to form clusters and the labels are then assigned to the clusters identified 
and a supervised training follows [5].  
2.1 Comparison Of Neural Network To Conventional Computing 
In the course of conventional computational problem solving, software designers and programmers use algorithm-based 
procedures and linear or non-linear functions. Thus, an algorithm  clearly describes the whole problem solving procedure and is 
then transformed into mathematical functions. On the other hand, neural networks are developed through training (experience), 
rather than being programmed [9]. Making an appropriate network is relatively simple using computerized simulator software. 
The well defined network is able to self-adapt to the exercise and prepare its own solving algorithm based on the cyclical 
processing of the training samples. The problem solving algorithm is included in the neural network synaptic weight matrix. 
Neural network can improve on conventional rule-based system in their flexibility and ability to adapt as shown in table 1. 
There are however, several disadvantages of neural networks compared to algorithm based systems. Although easy to produce 
tuning a neural network for a specific task requires long experience. There are no appropriate data in literatures describing what 
type of network to create for a given tasks, how to set learning parameters or how long to train. During training, three types of 
errors can occur: training the network too accurately will result in a loss of flexible problem solving, with a short training process 
the network will be unfit for proper accuracy and finally, incorrect learning parameters setting result in reaching a dead end (local 
minima): this means that training for any further length of time can not lead to a better result. Training accuracy depends not only 
on the training parameter settings and the number of learning iterations, but also on the samples of the training set.  
Table 1: Comparison of algorithm based system to neural networks. 
 ALGORITHM BASED 
SYSTEM 
NEURAL NETWORK 
VARIABLES Pre-processed parameter Raw bioelectric signals, pre-
processed parameters 
CLASSIFICATION Algorithmic, pre-defined 
differentiating factor 
Training set, training process 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF 
DECISION PROCESS 
Available Not available 
DECISION PROCESS Decision borders and pathways 
predefined by experts 
Automatic self made decision 
based on learning process 
3.0 Extracted Rules From Trained Neural Networks 
One of the major drawbacks or challenges of neural network models is that these models can not explain what they have done. 
Extracting rules from trained neural networks is one of the solutions for understanding the networks [10]. When rules or 
knowledge are extracted from a trained neural network, they are embedded or used in reconstructing a new neural network called 
Descriptive Neural Network (DNN). A DNN is a neural network embedded with rules that have been discovered from previously 
trained networks and description of the domain knowledge of the applied area, so that not only predictions can be made but also 
the reasons for the predictions can be explained [12].  Hence, the architecture of DNN is not only decided by training examples 
or data but also by hidden rules extracted from trained network and domain knowledge of applied area. The DNN system to 
traditional neural network is similar to econometrics to regression analysis. It may not be acceptable by practitioners if only 
regression or neural network models are used as forecasting tools. Econometrics is the technique of using statistical analysis 
combined with economics theory to analyze economic data. It presents more economic knowledge than a single mathematical 
formula and thus more popular and acceptable to practitioners. In fact, it is more accurate than regression models. Similarly, 
DNN are more accurate than traditional neural networks. 
4.0 Applications of Neural Network in Forecasting 
In the research conducted by [1], neural network models for predicting poultry performance based on their feed composition 
were developed. The Generalized Feed Forward Neural Network (GFFNN) model was selected as the one which gave the best 
performance on the test data as compared to other two network models: Multi-layer perceptron neural network (MLPNN) and 
RBF/GRNN (Radial basis function/Generalized Regression neural network). The GFFNN was able to learn the problem and uses 
it to predict the final weight of poultry if they were feed with different feed compositions suggested in the production data set. 
The GFFNN generated various results. The results indicated that supplementing the maize used in feed composition with as 
much as 35% of sorghum dust, the addition of exogenous enzyme (â – glucanase) concentration of 0.01, and achieving a high 
feed efficiency value will produce poultry bird whose weight are close to the standard value of 1.8 kilograms in seven (7) weeks. 
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In the medical field, neural network have been applied in different areas. These include: Intensive care, Gastroenterology, 
Obstetrics and Gynaecology among others. Research according to  [8] reports that a neural network was described that predicts 
the presence of tumour in an x-ray image. The network was shown many x-ray images containing tumours, and many x-ray 
images containing healthy tissues. After a period of training with these images, the network can positively predict and identify 
tumour in x-ray images that is shown to it.  
Further research findings by Cook and [3] revealed that methodology was presented that predicts the occurrence of out-of-control 
process conditions in a composite board manufacturing facility. This method was developed using neural network theory. The 
neural network, using back-propagation method, was successfully trained to represent the process parameters. The trained neural 
network was able to successfully predict the state of control of specific manufacturing process parameters with 70% accuracy. 
Other application examples include: Using neural network in foreign exchange prediction [14]  and stock market assessment and 
predictions [13]. 
5.0 Conclusion 
The structural  method of operations, rules of extraction and application of neural networks are presented in this paper. Ever 
since the beginning of research in artificial intelligence, neural network has shown tremendous potentials in solving complex 
problems. Neural network methods based on supervised and unsupervised learning are used in numerous applications such as 
forecasting, pattern recognition and classification just to mention a few. Solution methods based on neural network are elegant 
and efficient in solving a wide range of forecasting problems that are critical for survival in today’s competitive environment.   
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